Transcriptome Analysis at the Single-Cell Level Using SMART Technology.
RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) is a powerful method for analyzing cell state, with minimal bias, and has broad applications within the biological sciences. However, transcriptome analysis of seemingly homogenous cell populations may in fact overlook significant heterogeneity that can be uncovered at the single-cell level. The ultra-low amount of RNA contained in a single cell requires extraordinarily sensitive and reproducible transcriptome analysis methods. As next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies mature, transcriptome profiling by RNA-seq is increasingly being used to decipher the molecular signature of individual cells. This unit describes an ultra-sensitive and reproducible protocol to generate cDNA and sequencing libraries directly from single cells or RNA inputs ranging from 10 pg to 10 ng. Important considerations for working with minute RNA inputs are given. © 2016 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.